
Events
Fishery Experience

Umizuri Port Tajiri (Fishing Pond)

Gyoka Restaurant

The Tajiri Fisheries Cooperative holds 
a morning bazaar every Sunday, 
offering fresh fish, vegetables, and 
everyday items. Starting from early in 
the morning, the bazaar is crowded 
with people in search of fresh seafood. 
There is an eat-in area where people 
can buy food and eat it on the spot.

The Tajiri Fisheries Cooperative offers a fishing boat service to people who want 
to have a fishery experience, enjoy Kanku cruising (cruising around the Kansai 
International Airport), or have a fresh seafood barbecue.

A Small Town 
with Plenty of Enjoyable Spots

Full of Delicious Produce in a Small Town　

Tajiri Fishermen's Cooperative
Mascot Character

TAJIRIN

Deep-fried Gaccho
(Richardson’s Dragonet)

Full-course Fishery Experience
Semi-course Fishery Experience
Fresh Seafood Barbecue

Fishery experience, Kanku cruising, and fresh seafood barbecue
Fishery experience, and Kanku cruising
Fresh Seafood Barbecue

Go marine fishing around Tajiri and 
feel refreshed! You can enjoy full-scale 
fishing regardless of whether you are a 
beginner or advanced angler.

The Tajiri Marine Exchange Center
TEL.072-465-0099　
Reception hours: 7:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
(closed on Tuesdays)
* Visitors without reservations may be accepted 
if there is space available on the day.

Enjoy a barbecue of what you 
catch at Gyoka Restaurant, 
which provides full openness.

Note: Every Sunday (7:00 AM-Noon)
A special year‐end sale is held on Dec 30 and 31.
* Closes on Bon festival and New Year’s holidays.
Parking: 200 cars

The Tajiri Marine Exchange Center, the Tajiri Fisheries Cooperative
1 Rinku-Port-Kita, Tajiri-cho, Sennan-gun, Osaka Prefecture 598-0093
TEL.072-465-0099　FAX.072-465-1944
Reception hours: 7:00 AM - 5:00 PM (closed on Tuesdays)

 Reservation and Inquiry

 Reservation and Inquiry

The Senshu onion has been grown for a long time in Tajiri Town, 
which is regarded as the birthplace of the Senshu onion. Yoshimi’s 
early maturing variety of the Senshu onion, which is now referred to 
as the “phantom onion”, is flat and rich in moisture. Therefore, it does 
not last for a long time. However, its flesh is soft and very sweet.

(Harvesting time: around May)

Senshu Onion

Osaka Bay is abundant in food for octopuses. It is 
possible to catch octopuses, which are delicious 
and tender. Octopus sashimi and octopus with 
mixed rice are recommended dishes.

(July through December)

Izumi Octopuses

The landing volume of conger eel catches is 
ranked high at Tajiri Fishing Port. Conger eels are 
eaten in tempura (deep-fried in a light batter) or 
kabayaki (dipped and broiled in soy-based sauce).

(November through June)

Conger Eels

Senshu mizunasu is characterized by its very 
soft skin and flesh with a high water content. 
Recently, the lightly salted mizunasu pickle 
has become famous all over the country.

(Harvesting time: from June through September)

Senshu Mizunasu (Var. of Eggplant)
Sand eel catches are said to herald the coming 
of spring in Osaka Bay, and people can enjoy 
food made from fresh sand eels from February 
through March. Ikanago no kugini goes well 
with rice, and can be preserved for long.

Ikanago no Kugini (Sand Eels Boiled Down in Soy Sauce)

Owari PondOwari Pond

Banzaiki, an ancient chronicle book, says that a man named Kosaji from Yoshimi 
settled in this area in the late 8th century. He developed the land, established a 
village, and invited Grand Deity Kasuga Daimyojin to open the shrine. It is a distance 
of 300 m, or a 3-min walk from Yoshiminosato Station on the Nankai Main Line.

The Tajiri History Museum is an example of the rare architecture created in early 
20th century, where a Western-style building of Art Nouveau type that has an interior 

decorated with splendid stained glass is annexed with a 
Japanese-style building. Originally, Fusazo Taniguchi, 
who was born in Tajiri Town, constructed the buildings as 
his secondary residence with a guest house adjacent to 
his Yoshimi spinning factory. The Tajiri History Museum is 
a place that makes us realize the prosperity of the 
spinning industry that became the cornerstone of the 
development of the town as well as the entrepreneur’s 
varied sense and artistic grounded abilities.

The monument was erected in 1913 to 
honor the onion cultivation of three 
developers. It is carved the history of 
onion cultivation and the production of 
onion at that time.
It is a distance of 400 m, or a 4-min 
walk from Yoshiminosato Station on 
the Nankai Main Line.

It is rare to see a yagura 
and a danjiri (different 
types of floats) gather in 
front of the Town Hall.
Dates: A Saturday and 
Sunday early in October
Place: Entire area of 
Tajiri Town

Tajiri History Museum (also called Ai-land House)

Kansai International Airport

Events
Another Side of Tajiri Town
There are full of substantial facilities 
and attractive events, 
where lots of people gather and interact.

A Small, but a Gateway Town to Japan

A Small Town Full of History and Culture
Kasuga Shrine

In the Tokugawa Shogunate era, this shrine was called Inari 
Daimyojin. The main hall has been designated as Osaka 
Prefecture’s tangible cultural heritage. It is a distance of 900 m, or a 
15-min walk from Yoshiminosato Station on the Nankai Main Line.

Kasho Shrine

Autumn FestivalMonument of Senshu Onion Developers

Clipping Data on Town

Fusazo Taniguchi

Tajiri Town Wrapping Bus KIX Sola Park

KIX Senshu International Marathon (February)

Senshu Yellow Onion Festival (May)

The Kansai International Airport, which 
opened in 1994, is an international hub 
airport capable of operating 24 hours a day, 
providing one of the international and 
domestic networks in the country. It is 
positioned as the west international gateway 
to Japan, and the number of air passengers 
is renewing the record high every year.

Both adults and 
children will enjoy 
themselves. Please 
come with your 
family!

The freshly caught fish is 
fried right away, so that 
its freshness is distinctive. 
Give it a try!

The Senshu onion is characterized 
by its high water content, 
sweetness, and softness.

The prosperity of the spinning 
industry was the cornerstone of 
the development of Tajiri Town.

Sunday Morning Bazaar


